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-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Q1: Multiple choice-like quesitons

i) A frequently referenced Edsger Dijkstra quote is ‘Program testing can be used to

show the ______________________ of bugs, but never to show their _____________ !’

ii)  _____ is a description or template for how to solve a problem that can be used in 
many different situations

A) An additional level of indirection
B) A computing platform
C) A design pattern
D) A functional programming language
E) A lexical closure

iii) Ruby code can programmatically modify, at runtime, aspects of its own 
structure that would be fixed in more rigid languages, such as class and method 
definitions. This sort of ____ can be used to write more concise code and 
effectively extend the language.

A) block syntax
B) dynamic typing
C) garbage collection
D) metaprogramming
E) operator overloading

Q2: What are two examples of test coverage criteria presented in ‘A beginner’s
guide to testing’?  What are their relative advantages and disadvantages?
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Q3: How does Patterson answer the question of ‘Why so many software disasters 
and no hardware disasters’?

Q4: In the discussions of pair programming, changing who is paired with who is
frequently raised as a good idea.  On the other hand, many students in this class
have expressed concern to avoid such changes.  What are the advantages and 
disadvantages of changing pairings?
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Q5: In Ruby in Twenty Minutes, the following example is presented:

class MegaGreeter
  attr_accessor :names

  # Create the object
  def initialize(names = "World")
    @names = names
  end

  # Say hi to everybody
  def say_hi
    if @names.nil?
      puts "..."
    elsif @names.respond_to?("each")
      # @names is a list of some kind, iterate!
      @names.each do |name|
        puts "Hello #{name}!"
      end
    else
      puts "Hello #{@names}!"
    end
  end

  # Say bye to everybody
  def say_bye
    if @names.nil?
      puts "..."
    elsif @names.respond_to?("join")
      # Join the list elements with commas
      puts "Goodbye #{@names.join(", ")}.  Come back soon!"
    else
      puts "Goodbye #{@names}.  Come back soon!"
    end
  end

end

How does this demonstrate duck typing and how is this different from the
way types are handled in Java/C++?


